Abstract: It has been widely recognized that the underlying principles of quantum mechanics could be used to enable secure communications, without any additional conventional cryptographic systems, while utilizing the properties of the photons. Considerable research efforts have been invested to develop an efficient quantum key distribution (QKD) scheme over either free-space optical or fiber-optics channels. Most of these research efforts have been focused on a two-dimensional QKD, commonly realized by the use of the polarization state of photons. However, the data rates for the quantum key exchange in two-dimensional QKD are still low, while transmission distance is limited. On the other hand, it is well known that photons can carry both the spin angular momentum (SAM) and the orbital angular momentum (OAM), associated with the polarization and azimuthal phase of the complex electric field, respectively. Accordingly, we can define the combined-OAM-SAM state of a photon as jl; i, where l and correspond to OAM and SAM indexes, respectively. Since the OAM eigenstates are orthogonal, an arbitrary number of bits per single photon can be transmitted, which could considerably increase the total secure bit rate. To improve secure data rates, we propose two types of protocols, namely, nonentangled-based (such as weak coherent state) and entanglement-assisted protocols, both employing the photon combined-OAM-SAM state, which can be used for secure key distribution over free-space optical and few-mode fiber channels. Two types of entanglement-assisted protocols are described, namely, two-basis and ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols (D is dimensionality of corresponding Hilbert space). We further describe how to implement the qudit gates required for implementation of these protocols. Finally, we discuss the security issues of the proposed protocols and determine both infinite and finite secret key fraction rates.
Introduction and Motivation
Quantum information processing (QIP) is an exciting research area with a very wide range of applications including quantum computing, quantum memories, quantum key distribution (QKD), quantum metrology, quantum lithography, and quantum communications [1] - [15] . Unfortunately, the QIP relies on very fragile superposition states, which are highly sensitive to the interactions with the environment, resulting in decoherence and introducing the quantum errors. Therefore, to overcome this problem the use of quantum error-correction is essential. The QKD is probably the most promising concept of quantum information theory. The impossibility for an eavesdropper to tap the quantum channel and distinguish between nonorthogonal states without introducing disturbance to the channel ensures that the QKD system is secure. Even though significant advances have been made recently in QKD research and commercialization, the transmission speed of quantum key exchange is still low, and transmission distance even over optical fiber is still limited. Most research efforts so far have been focused on two-dimensional qubits, implemented based on photon polarization.
Several methods have recently been proposed to increase the information content of photons for quantum communications. These methods rely on encoding information either using time and frequency [16] , [17] , linear momentum [18] , [19] , orbital angular momentum (OAM) [20] - [27] , or using multiple degrees of freedom made available through hyper-entangled states [28] , [29] . Singlephoton multidimensional QKD has been implemented using OAM [5] , [8] , as well as exploiting photon position and linear momentum [30] .
Because photons can carry both spin angular momentum (SAM), associated with polarization (" h ¼ AE" h, for circular polarization) and OAM l" h ðl ¼ 0; AE1; AE2; . . . ; AEL; . . .Þ, associated with azimuthal phase of the complex electric field expðÀjlÞ [1] , [10] , the corresponding combined-OAM-SAM state of photon can be denoted as jl; i, where l and correspond to OAM and SAM indexes, respectively. The corresponding baskets jl; i are orthogonal to each other as hm; jn; 0 i ¼ mn 0 . This notation has certain similarities with hybrid logical qubit notation introduced in [26] . It is possible to exploit nonorthogonal mutually unbiased bases (MUBs), defined on combined-OAM-SAM states, for multidimensional QKD (MQKD). By limiting OAM index l to maximum L, the corresponding space is D ¼ 2ð2L þ 1Þ-dimensional. The key idea is to use both SAM and OAM MUBs to improve the security against both individual and coherent attacks. Notice that this concept of combined-OAM-SAM photon states is different from the total angular momentum (TAM) of photon defined as j" h ¼ ðl þ Þ" h and introduced in [10] . The corresponding number of basekets in TAM representation is 2L þ 3, while in combined-OAM-SAM representation introduced above it is 2ð2L þ 1Þ. Since in TAM-notation for instance for j ¼ 2 we cannot distinguish between jl ¼ 3, ¼ À1i and jl ¼ 1, ¼ 1i OAM-SAM states, we prefer the use of combined-OAM-SAM notation. We propose to use either computer generated holograms (CGHs) or few-mode fibers (FMFs) to perform simultaneous amplitude and phase modulation according to the randomly selected MUB and employ the OAM of photons. The second phase is similar to BB84 protocol, where we randomly choose the polarization basis out of computational, diagonal, and circular ones. Notice that it would be possible to define the MUBs by using TAM-basis as described in [10] . However, this approach requires the use of numerous Dove prisms and half-wave plates, while the proposed protocols based on MUBs defined on combined-OAM-SAM states are quite straightforward to implement, as shown in incoming sections. By employing these multidimensional QKD protocols we can significantly increase the threshold for the maximum tolerable rate due to the quantum nature of channel while preventing the possibility of eavesdropping. Various types of photon OAM-SAM based protocols can be categorized into two broad categories: nonentangled-based (such as the weak coherent state) protocols and entanglement-assisted protocols. We will study different strategies for entanglement-assisted protocols, by varying the dimensionality of MUBs and the number of MUBs, which can be categorized into two broad classes of protocols: (i) two-basis protocols, representing a generalization of BB84 protocol; and (ii) ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols, representing the generalization of three-basis (six-state) protocol. The classes of type-ii are particularly suitable for various implementations, ranging from purely OAM-based protocols to fully combined-OAM-SAM-based protocols. Once the MQKD protocol is completed, Alice and Bob perform a series of classical steps. The security bounds of these two types of protocols will be provided for both infinitely long and finite secure keys, based on security theory introduced in [4] , [12] , [13] . As the transmission distance and key distribution speed grow, error correction becomes increasingly important. By performing information reconciliation based on low-density parity check (LDPC) codes constructed using large (high)-girth irregular quasi-cyclic code construction techniques, in which irregularity can be precisely controlled, the threshold for maximum tolerable error rate can be improved. Privacy amplification is then performed to eliminate any information obtained by an eavesdropper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the nonentanglement-based multidimensional combined-OAM-SAM-based protocols. In Section 3, we discus multidimensional QKD over few-mode fibers, together with corresponding gates required to implement such protocols. The security study of various entanglement-assisted combined-OAM-SAM-based QKD protocols is studied in Section 4. Some important concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.
Multidimensional QKD Based on Combined OAM-SAM States of Photons
As we indicated in the introduction, photons can carry both SAM, associated with polarization given by " h ¼ AE" h (for circular polarization); and OAM, associated with azimuthal phase of the complex electric field [5] , [7] , [10] . Each photon with azimuthal phase dependence of the form expðÀjlÞ ðl ¼ 0; AE1; AE2; . . .Þ can carry an OAM of l" h. We can associate with each photon a combined OAM-SAM state jl; i, where l and correspond to OAM and SAM indexes. Because OAM eigenstates are orthogonal, in principle, arbitrary number of bits per single photon can be transmitted. The ability to generate/analyze states with different combined-OAM-SAM states, by using holographic methods [5] and polarization-beam splitters, allows the realization of quantum states in multidimensional Hilbert space. Because OAM states provide an infinite basis state, while SAM states are twodimensional only, OAM can be used to increase security of QKD. The secure transmission in QKD is ensured by employing the MUBs.
We first outline a protocol for multidimensional QKD based on OAM states, which does not require the use of entangled states. The initialization is performed by employing the conventional BB84 protocol to exchange the random seed to be used in MQKD protocol. The sender A (Alice) sends a state by arbitrary selecting one among a number of available OAM MUBs. The receiver B (Bob) performs the measurement in one of OAM MUBs selected at random. Notice that both A and B can first select the dimensionality at random using the same seed (obtained by conventional BB84 protocol, used for initialization), and then select the one of many available OAM MUBs of a given dimension from a look-up table (LUT). The rest of the protocol is similar to BB84 scheme. The security of this protocol has been enhanced by first selecting the OAM MUB at random and then selecting the SAM MUB (out of computational, diagonal, or circular MUBs) again at random, resulting in new MQKD scheme. The basis vectors for OAM based MUB 0 corresponding to the angular momentum l " h; l ¼ ÀL; . . . ; À1; 0; 1; . . . ; L can be written as follows:
The base kets are orthogonal to each other hmjni ¼ mn ; m; n 2 ÀL; . . .
and span the ð2L þ 1Þ-dimensional Hilbert space H 2Lþ1 . Arbitrary sate j i can be represented as linear superposition of base kets
Any other MUB i must have for basis kets an orthonormal set and any baseket within it must be equally distributed over the base kets in MUB 0 as follows:
One example for 2L þ 1 ¼ 3 is provided in [5] . The second level of our protocol is direct employment of BB84 protocol. The photon SAM basis fj0i; j1ig, fjþi ¼ ðj0iþj1iÞ= p ð2Þ; jÀi ¼ ðj0iÀj1iÞ= p ð2Þg,
g is selected randomly. The arbitrary state is then transmitted over a public quantum optical communication channel (free-space optical or few-mode fiber-optic channels). Therefore, in our combined-OAM-SAM-based QKD we perform two separate random bases selections (OAM and SAM). The reason for such approach is to simplify the implementation. To impose OAM states, the CGHs can be used as explained in [5] .
For the nonentanglement-based protocol, the sequence to be transmitted over public quantum channel is first LDPC encoded by using a systematic LDPC code of large girth, in which information symbols stay intact while generalized parity-symbols are algebraically related to the information symbols. The information symbols are transmitted over the quantum channel, while the generalized parity symbols are transmitted over the classical channel. Notice that when q-ary ½n; k LDPC code is used the number of possible syndromes is q nÀk , and for every syndrome they are q k possible error patterns. Given that the codeword lengths are at least in the order of tens of thousands, the security of the protocol is not reduced by transmitting the generalized parity-check symbols over the classical channel. In particular, the use of nonbinary irregular quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC codes, derived from pairwise balanced designs (PBDs) provide the best reported net coding gains as shown in [31] and as such are excellent candidates to be used for information reconciliation. This class of nonbinary LDPC codes is very well suitable for rate adaptation, to adjust the error correction strength depending on the channel conditions. Namely, the quantum channel conditions are time-variant, in particular for free-space optical applications. By using this code construction, we designed a 4-ary irregular QC LDPC (69311, 50408) code of rate 0.727273 and average column weight of 2.8181. In Fig. 1 we provide bit-error rate (BER) and symbol-error rate (SER) performance of this code and evaluate its performance against corresponding 4-ary regular LDPC code of column eight 3. Clearly, this code provides more than five orders in magnitude improvement in SER compared to regular LDPC code (at SER of 0.118), and can tolerate more than 11% of symbol errors.
The free-space optical based MQKD scheme suffers from the atmospheric turbulence [15] , [24] , [32] . To deal with atmospheric turbulence someone may use the adaptive optics or wavefront correction method described in [6] . Another possible solution for MKQD and teleportation based on combined-OAM-SAM states, which does not suffer from atmospheric turbulence but suffers from mode coupling, based on few-mode fibers, is described in next section.
Multidimensional QKD Over Few-Mode Fiber and Free-Space Optical Channels
This section is devoted to combined-OAM-SAM-based multidimensional QKD over few-mode fiber and free-space optical channels. An arbitrary photon sate j i can be represented as a linear superposition of basekets 
Therefore, the combined-OAM-SAM kets live in D ¼ 2ð2L þ 1Þ-dimensional Hilbert space H 2ð2Lþ1Þ .
Instead of double-indexing of basekets, we can use single index d 2 f0; 1; . . . ; D À 1g so that the computation basis (CB) is given by
As already indicated in Introduction, this concept of combined-OAM-SAM photon states is different from the TAM of photon defined as j" h ¼ ðl þ Þ" h (see ref. [10] ). The corresponding number of basekets in TAM representation is 2L þ 3, while in combined-OAM-SAM representation the number of basekets is 2ð2L þ 1Þ. Since the process of creation of TAM states, based on Dove prisms and half-wave plates has already been discussed in [10] , here we restrict our attention to MQKD protocols based on combined-OAM-SAM states.
Before describing the photon combined-OAM-SAM-based entanglement-assisted protocols, we discuss the implementation of qudit quantum gates, required for both multidimensional QKD and quantum teleportation applications, based on integrated optics and FMF technology. For the implementation of proposed qudit gates only short sections of FMFs are used to avoid the mode coupling effects. To facilitate the explanations, we employ only OAM modes in this discussion and set, without loss of generality, D to 2L þ 1. The employment of SAM modes requires just addition of polarization beam splitters/combiners. Let us first explain the classical version of D-dimensional modulator, which is shown in Fig. 2 . A continuous wave laser diode signal is split into D branches by using a power splitter (such as 1: D star coupler) to feed D-dimensional electro-optical modulators, each corresponding to one out of D OAM modes. The OAM mode multiplexer is composed of D waveguides, taper-core fiber and few-mode fiber, properly designed to excite orthogonal OAM modes in few-mode fiber. Namely, the azimuthal modes u l;p , where l ¼ 0; AE1; . . . ; AEL for fixed radial number p, which are illustrated in Fig. 2 , are mutually orthogonal as
and can be used as basis functions for multi-dimensional signaling. (In (8) , r denotes the radial distance, denotes the azimuthal angle and z denotes the propagation distance.) In addition, for p ¼ 0 the intensity of a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) mode is a ring of radius proportional to jlj and as such it can easily be detected by donut-shaped photodetector designed to capture the lth mode. One such photodetector structure has been proposed in [33] . However, given the mode crosstalk effect, the donut-shaped photodetection approach is applicable only in short links. For longer links, the OAM demultiplexing should be performed first followed by the wavefront correction, similar to that reported in [6] , and photodetection. This circuit can be used to create the superposition of all basis kets each occurring with the same probability amplitude
, where QFT is the quantum Fourier transform gate introduced below. The E/O modulators are amplitude modulators used to ensure that a desired probability amplitude is obtained
The OAM demodulator is obtained by reversing the outputs and inputs in OAM modulator. From Shannon's theory we know that channel capacity is a logarithmic function of signal-to-noise ratio, but a linear function in number of dimensions. Therefore, by using D-dimensional signaling based on OAM modes, we can dramatically improve overall spectral efficiency. Notice that when OAM multiplexer is implemented as shown in Fig. 2 it would be quite challenging to distinguish between OAM modes with azimuthal mode numbers of the same absolute value but of opposite sign ðexpðAEjjljÞÞ, which is not a problem when holographic based OAM (deÀ) multiplexers are used. Nevertheless, distinguishable azimuthal modes l ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; L OAM (for fixed p) are still orthogonal. Alternatively, specially developed fibers, vortex fibers [34] , supporting OAM modes with both positive and negative l's can be used. Unfortunately, the attenuation of vortex fiber is still high, and this is the reason why in the rest of the paper we consider conventional FMFs instead.
The single-qudit gate is now quite straightforward to implement based on OAM multiplexer/ demultiplexer as shown in Fig. 3 . Namely, the photon, whose quantum state is represented by
arrives at the input of single-qudit gate. In OAM demultiplexer we separate the basekets and by the set of D E/O MODs we introduce the required phase shifts and/or amplitude changes to perform the desired single-qudit operation. After that the basekets are recombined into single-qudit in OAM modulator as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The basic idea of this qudit gate is to implement the CGH between the fan-in and fan-out type waveguide couplers. For initial design of OAM multiplexer please refer to ref. [35] . The controlled gate operation, is much more challenging to implement as we need a nonlinear element to interact two qudits. Possible implementation would be to combine integrated optics with CQED in similar fashion as we described in [11] for SAM based quantum computation/ communication applications. Another option for the implementation of generalized OAM-based qudit gate, with a help of highly nonlinear few-mode fiber (HN-FMF), is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Two photons generated by a spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) device arrive simultaneously at the input ports of generalized CNOT-gate. They have the same polarization and corresponding OAM mode is j0i. We use two CGHs to impose corresponding OAM states for control jCi and target jT i basekates. The FMF couplers have been used to couple the single photons to corresponding nonlinear device based on HN-FMF. The nonlinear coupling introduces the generation of jC þ T i baseket at the target qudit output jT o i. In order to support nonlinear interaction required for quantum gating, the few-mode optical fibers need to be optimized with respect to its refractive index profile in order to support the required nonlinear interaction. Namely, the assessment of the nonlinear interaction should be performed by assessing coupling coefficients among modes m and n as
where E m and E n are corresponding electrical fields, m is the propagation constant of the mth mode, and k 0 ¼ 2= is the wavenumber. The inverse scattering theory should then be applied in order to determine needed refractive index profile n d , in a similar fashion to that performed in case where just two modes were considered [36] , but now with inclusion of the impact of nonlinear Kerr effect. Since the generalized CNOT gates are not required for MQKD applications, but for quantum teleportation and quantum computation applications, such optimization is not considered here. The quantum mechanical description of this qudit gate is very similar to SAM-based qubit gate described in [1] (see Chapter 13) . The single-qudit and generalized CNOT-gates are in particular straightforward to implement when the number of OAM modes is chosen to be a prime P. The basic gates are generalized Pauli-X and Pauli-Z gates, whose action is given by
where the addition operation is mod P addition. The quantum Fourier transform (QFT) gate, for this case, is defined by
These three basic qudit gates can be implemented based on gates from Figs. 2 and 3 and text just below Eqn. (8) .
Another important quantum gate is Weyl gate W , whose action is given by
D ; m; n 2 f0; 1; . . . ; D À 1g (11) which represents a generalization of both QFT gudit gate and generalized Pauli-X gate, and can be, therefore, implemented based on circuits from Figs. 1-3 . The set of gates defined by Eqn. (11) can be use to obtain generalized Bell basekets starting from the generalized Bell baseket jB 00 i, defined as
which is clearly invariant under the action of W mn W Ã mn . By applying the Weyl gate on jB 00 i, we obtain
the desired generalized Bell baseket jB mn i. What remains to explain is how to generate the Bell state jB 00 i. Two entangled photons enter respective D-dimensional modulators as shown in Fig. 5 , with configuration of D-dimensional OAM modulator provided in Fig. 1 . The E/O modulators inside OAM modulators serve as amplitude modulators used to ensure that a desired probability amplitude is obtained in each d th brunch corresponding to the d th OAM mode. The resulting state at the output of OAM modulators is given by D À1=2 P d jd i jd i, and after FMF coupling this resulting state represents the generalized Bell jB 00 i baseket. In order to avoid the reflection and mode coupling problems the use of integrated optics, combined with FMF technology, is necessary. Any imperfection introduced in fabrication will affect the overall MQKD protocol, and we need to assume that different steps in protocol will fail with certain probability, which is the subject of investigation in Section 4.
These FMF-based qudit gates can be used in both free-space optical (FSO) and FMF links. Namely, this SAM-OAM qudit imposed as described in Fig. 1 can be transmitted either over FMF link or by using an expanding telescope be sent over an FSO link to the remote receiver. When the OAM baseket jli is transmitted over the atmospheric turbulence channel, it can be detected on the receiver side as baseket jl 0 i ðl 0 6 ¼ lÞ with certain probability as we have shown in [37] (see also [32] ), which will affect the MQKD protocols over FSO links. On the other hand, due to mode coupling the portion of observed OAM baseket jli will flow to neighboring OAM modes, resulting in crosstalk [38] . To improve the performance of proposed MQKD protocols, LDPC coding should be combined with the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm based phase retrieval technique [39] to compensate for the phase distortion of an OAM mode introduced by either atmospheric turbulence or mode coupling. Now we have all elements required to formulate entanglement-assisted protocols. Alice prepares jB 00 i baseket, as described above, and sends one of the qudits to Bob. Alice further performs the measurement in eigenbasis of one of the W mn selected at random. Bob performs the measurement in eigenbasis of one of the W Ã mn also selected at random. Only the items for which both (Alice and Bob) used the same bases are kept in sifting phase. For information reconciliation, Alice then performs ðn; k Þ LDPC coding on positions in which both have used the same basis. Alice further sends n À k ( n parity symbols to Bob, who performs LDPC decoding. The privacy amplification is then performed to distil for a shorter key so that the correlation with Eve's string is minimized, as explained in [14] . The security analysis of two related classes of entanglement-assisted protocols, two-basis protocols and ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols, is discussed in incoming section.
Security Analysis of Entanglement-Assisted Combined-OAM-SAM-Based Multidimensional QKD Systems
We are concerned here with the security against collective attacks, the attacks in which the Eve's interaction during QKD is i.i.d. The eigenkets of W mn can be used to create the MUBs. For D ¼ 2ðL OAM þ 1Þ-dimensional systems there are D 2 À 1 nontrivial W mn 's, however, some of them are redundant. It is well known that they are at least two MUBs and maximum D þ 1 MUBs for arbitrary D-dimensional system. For two-basis protocol we can select the following set fW 01 ; W 10 g, while for ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols the following set fW 01 ; W 10 ; . . . ; W 1;DÀ1 g. Since ½W mn W The parameters to be estimated in entanglement-assisted protocols are related to probabilities that Alice and Bob's outcomes, denoted as a and b, differ by d 2 f0; 1; . . . ; D À 1g; when both chose randomly the basis of W mn , observed per mod D, denoted as q mn ðd Þ, and can be determined as
(Notice that in this paper we use p to denote a priori probabilities and q to denote a posteriori probabilities.) Clearly, the probability that there is no error can be found as q mn ð0Þ ¼ 1 À P DÀ1 d¼1 q mn ðd Þ. The Eve's accessible information (maximum of mutual information, where maximization is performed over all generalized positive operator valued measurement (POVM) schemes) is upper bounded by Holevo information (see [1] , Chapter 12)
where SðÞ is the von Neumann entropy and with i we denoted the eigenvalues of . In generalized Bell diagonal state, we have that pðaÞ ¼ 1=D and in order to estimate Sð E ja Þ we need to perform the purification of AB as follows: j AB;E i ¼ P m;n ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi mn p jB mn i AB j mn i E , where the Eve's basis j mn i E is properly chosen so that the state j AB;E i is pure. Since the E ja is a diagonal in the generalized Bell basis, and given the that von Neumann entropy is equal to the Shannon entropy when quantum states are mutually orthogonal, we have that Sð E ja Þ ¼ Hðq 01 ð0Þ; . . . ; q 01 ðD À 1ÞÞ. Finally, based on the above discussion, the Eve's mutual information is given by 
As an illustration, let us consider the generalized depolarization channel to model error probabilities q mn ðd Þ
which represents the generalization of classical D-ary symmetric channel. Notice that error probability q mn ðd Þ typically decreases as d increases, indicating that this model represents the worst-case scenario. In this model the Eve's mutual information can be determined in closed form
HðqÞ; for two -basis protocols 
The corresponding secret key fraction rate, for infinitely long keys, is given by R ideal ¼ log 2 ðDÞ À I E ðqÞ À HðqÞ:
The results for infinitely long secure keys, assuming perfect information reconciliation and privacy amplification, are shown in Fig. 6 for number of combined-OAM-SAM states given by D ¼ S Â ðL OAM þ 1Þ, where S is the number of SAM states ðS ¼ 2Þ and the number of OAM states for FMFbased implementation is given by L OAM þ 1 (see Fig. 2 ). Clearly, combined-OAM-SAM-based protocols can improve the secure key rates of two-dimensional-based protocols. It is also evident that the values of transition probability q for which the secure finite rates become zero ðR ideal ¼ 0Þ are higher for ðD þ 1Þ-basis based protocols. For instance, for ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocol for D ¼ 2ðL OAM þ 1Þ ¼ 10 combined-OAM-SAM states, the secure key rate becomes zero at 32.64%, while for two-basis protocols the zero rate is obtained at 26.21%. Practical key lengths are finite, and we need to assume that various steps in entanglementassisted protocols will fail with certain probability [12] , [13] . To deal with such scenarios, the concept of "-security is introduced in [12] . We say that the key Key is "-secure with respect to an eavesdropper E if the trace distance between the joint state Key ;E and U E , where U is the completely mixed state, is smaller than or equal to ". Since each step can fail with certain probability, we can write:
", where " is the security of the final key; while with " EC , " PA , and " PE we denoted the securities of error correction, privacy amplification and parameter estimation steps, respectively. Finally, with " " we denoted the failure probability of Renyi entropies estimates (please refer to [12] , [13] for additional details). Based on security theory described in [12] , [13] , the bound for secret finite key rate is given by
where the ratio k =K indicates that only portion of the sequence of length k G K is used for the key, the rest is used for parameters_ estimation. (Log-functions in (21) are the base-2 logarithms.) In (21), HðAjE Þ is determined by logðDÞ À I E , but now with error probabilities q mn ðd Þ subject to fluctuations
where ðb;
, with p mn being the probability of selecting base m and n. The expression for ðb; DÞ follows from the law of large numbers as explained in [12] . In calculations that follow, we assume the uniform distribution ofq mn in (22) , with the normalization constraint
The results of calculations are summarized in Fig. 7 , for fixed total error rate " of 10 À5 , tolerable error correction rate " EC of 10 À10 , and fixed transition probability q ¼ 0:05. The results are obtained by numerical maximization of (21) , with respect to unknown parameters (" PA , " PE , p mn ). For sufficiently long keys, the ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols outperform two-basis protocols in terms of finite secure key rate. On the other hand, the two-basis protocols show earlier saturation of secure key rates (against key length) compared to ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols. Both types of proposed protocols significantly outperform conventional two-dimensional QKD protocols.
Concluding Remarks
Considerable research effort has been invested in the field of quantum information with the goal of utilizing properties of quantum mechanics for computation and communication applications. In the communications area, it has been widely recognized that the underlying principles of quantum mechanics can be used to enable secure communications. Specifically, the impossibility for an eavesdropper to tap the quantum channel and distinguish among nonorthogonal states without introducing disturbance to the channel ensures that the QKD system is secure. However, most of these previous research efforts have focused on two-dimensional QKD, commonly performed by use of the polarization state of photons. Unfortunately, data rates for quantum key exchange in two-dimensional QKD are still low, while the transmission distance also is limited by the available power budget.
To address these key challenges through a photon angular momentum approach, we invoke the well-known fact that photons can carry both SAM and OAM, which are associated with the polarization and the azimuthal phase of the complex electric field, respectively. Accordingly, we can associate the combined-OAM-SAM state of each photon, defined as jl; i, where l and correspond to OAM and SAM indexes, respectively. Since the OAM eigenstates are orthogonal, additional degrees of freedom can be utilized in the QKD process, thus increasing the total secure bit rate that can be transmitted.
To improve the secure data rates, we have proposed two types of protocols, nonentanglementbased and entanglement-assisted protocols, both employing photon combined-OAM-SAM. Both types of protocols can be used for secure key distribution over free-space and few-mode fiber channels. Two types of entanglement-assisted protocols have been described: two-basis and ðD þ 1Þ-basis protocols. We have further described how to implement the qudit gates required for implementation of these protocols by using integrated optics and FMF technology. Finally, we have studied the security issues of proposed protocols, and determined both infinite and finite secret key fraction rates. 
